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To overcome the threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computation, qubits have to be protected from their noisy
environment to attain the necessary high fidelities [1, 2]. Recent experiments discovered sweet spots [3–6] with
strongly enhanced coherence. However, decoupling a qubit from its surroundings also limits the control over the
qubit’s state [7, 8], typically leading to either coherent but slow [9, 10] or fast but short-lived [7, 11–13] qubits.
This trade-off appears to be a severe fundamental limitation hampering the performance of qubits. Here, we
show how this can be circumvented by demonstrating a simultaneously fast and coherent tunable regime in a hole
spin qubit. In this regime, we can triple the operation speed, while simultaneously quadrupling the coherence
time when tuning a local electric field, demonstrating that the qubit speed and coherence scale together without
compromise. This relies on strong, quasi 1D confinement providing a local maximum in drive strength, where
charge fluctuations are decoupled and thus the coherence is enhanced, yet the drive speed is maximal. A Ge/Si
core/shell nanowire, operated at 1.5 K [14–17], provides the strong confinement. The driving mechanism here
is the strong and tunable direct Rashba spin-orbit interaction [18–22], achieving a maximal strength at finite
electrical field due to gate-dependent heavy-hole light-hole mixing. Breaking the speed-coherence trade-off
makes it possible to boost fidelity and speed of one- and two-qubit gates. This concept can be expanded to
planar arrays of hole or electron spin qubits as well. In this regime, the coupling to a microwave resonator is
also predicted to be both strong and coherent [23, 24]. Altogether, this is opening a new path towards fault-
tolerant quantum computation.

Main
Spins in semiconductor quantum dots (QD) have emerged as
one of the leading contenders for encoding and processing
quantum information [25–27]. Their success is attributed to
their competitive coherence times [1, 28] , the demonstration
of robust multi-qubit operations [29, 30], coherent spin
control above 1 K [14–17] and their compatibility with
industrial fabrication techniques [31–33].
Among the various semiconductor systems capable of hosting
spin qubits, material systems exhibiting strong, intrinsic spin-
orbit interactions (SOI), have received increasing attention
in recent years [34, 35]. Taking advantage of the SOI, all-
electrical spin driving can be implemented via electric dipole
spin resonance (EDSR), without the requirement for on-chip
micro magnets or microwave antennas. While SOI mediated
EDSR allows for compact device architectures [36, 37], it has
more importantly led to ultrafast Rabi oscillations ranging
from 80 MHz in electrons [8], to several 100 MHz [7] and
even up to 1.2 GHz [13] in holes, alas, at the expense of
coherence. These remarkable observations have thus raised a
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pivotal concern for the future of spin qubits with strong SOI
[21]: Do strong couplings to the qubit driving field inevitably
lead to increased decoherence due to enhanced couplings
with undesired noise sources [38]?
First steps towards reducing the coupling to charge noise have
been taken via the modification of global system parameters
such as the external magnetic field orientation [3–5], however,
the fundamental trade-off between speed and coherence has
so far prevailed.
Here we provide first experimental evidence for compromise-
free scaling, through the demonstration of a coherence sweet
spot that coincides with maximal Rabi driving speeds. Our
observations are in agreement with previous theoretical
predictions on group IV hole spin qubits [6, 21, 22, 39, 40].
Additionally, we achieve this Fast and Coherent Tunable
Operating Regime (FACTOR) all-electrically, by controlling
static gate voltages at the individual qubit level. Such local
optimizations allow us to respond to the variable electrostatic
environments that each qubit experiences, which can be
comprised of electric stray fields from neighbouring gates or
non-uniform strain.
Realising a compromise-free qubit requires navigating the
intricate interplay between the tuning parameter, driving
mechanism and decoherence channel. Remarkably, certain
systems naturally exhibit the conditions for a FACTOR,
such as hole spins in quasi 1D systems with strong SOI. In
these systems, the g-tensors often display a high level of
anisotropy, which can be notably influenced by electric fields.
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Consequently, random charge fluctuations couple to the
qubit energy, resulting in reduced coherence [2]. In order to
mitigate this issue, configurations with vanishing derivatives
of the g-factor, with respect to voltage changes, are most
promising, as they indicate a reduced coupling of g to charge
noise. To realise such a sweet spot, we exploit the properties
of a spin qubit hosted inside a squeezed, elongated hole
quantum dot, subject to strong SOI, as is naturally provided
by the geometry of a Ge/Si core/shell nanowire (NW) [7].
In such structures, the strong biaxial confinement causes
heavy- and light-hole (HH-LH) states to intermix, giving rise
to a strong and electrically tunable direct-Rashba spin-orbit
interaction (DRSOI) [18, 19]. At an optimal HH-LH mixture,
the spin-orbit strength is expected to reach a maximum as
a function of an externally applied electric field. In the
presence of strong SOI, when the spin-orbit length lSO be-
comes comparable to the dot size ldot, the g-factor is reduced
[18–20, 41]. This gives rise to a minimum in g at the point
where SOI reaches a maximum. This minimum in g as a
function of electric field corresponds to the coherence sweet
spot. By additionally employing iso-Zeeman EDSR driving
of the qubit [42], the Rabi frequency fR can be maximised at
this very same spot. This ensures an operating regime where
the qubit is both fast and long lived without compromising
speed or coherence, thus defining our FACTOR.

Coherent Spin Control at 1.5 K
We first demonstrate the operation of our Ge/Si NW hole spin
qubit at 1.5 K, adding it to the list of previously demonstrated
hot qubits [14–17]. A scanning electron micrograph showing
a representative device is presented in Fig. 1a. The device
consists of a Ge/Si core/shell NW lying on top of nine bottom
gates. For details on the device fabrication we refer to the
materials and methods section. By applying positive voltages
to the first five bottom gates from the left, the intrinsic hole
gas inside the NW is depleted to form a hole double quantum
dot (DQD) [43] with a net-effective hole occupation (m, n) on
the left and right dot. The true total hole occupation has been
estimated to be in the range of several dozen [41, 43, 44].
The device is operated at a net-effective charge-transition
from (1, 1) to (2, 0) that exhibits Pauli spin blockade (PSB).
We apply a positive bias across the NW and measure the
current through the DQD, which provides spin to charge
conversion due to PSB. This allows to read out the state
of the effective spin-1/2 system, as shown in Fig. 1b. The
characteristic DC transport signature of PSB can be seen in
Fig. 1c, where the baseline of the bias triangle disappears in
the absence of magnetic field (inset 1c).
In our setup, the right plunger gate RP, coloured in magenta
in Fig. 1a, is connected to a high frequency line via a bias-tee.
This allows for the application of square voltage pulses and
microwave bursts to the gate, in addition to DC voltages.
The measurements were performed employing a common
two-stage pulsing protocol [7, 11, 16, 45], as schematically
shown in Fig. 1d.
The system is initialized in a spin-blockaded effective (1,1)
triplet state, by employing a specific plunger gate voltage
VRP, represented by the magenta stars in Figs. 1c and d.
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FIG. 1. Measurement of a NW hole spin qubit at 1.5 K. a, False-
color scanning electron micrograph of a representative NW-device.
The Ge/Si NW is highlighted in yellow, lying on top of nine bot-
tom gates, and is further connected to source and drain contacts from
above, marked S and D. The first five bottom gates from the left
were used to form a DQD, whose expected location is indicated by
the yellow and pink ovals. The colour code is consistently used
throughout the manuscript. The scale bar corresponds to 100 nm.
b, Schematic of PSB. In the absence of magnetic field and for de-
tunings ε < εST, charge transport is blocked when the system is
initialised in a triplet state T (1, 1). c, Measurement of bias trian-
gles with lifted spin-blockade at B = 350 mT (x-direction) and bias
of VSD = +5 mV. The pink star marks the qubit initialisation/readout
spot and the pink circle indicates the manipulation point. Inset: Same
bias triangle at B = 0 mT, manifesting PSB via the suppressed cur-
rent at the baseline. d, Schematic of the pulse scheme applied to
VRP, consisting of the readout/initialization stage (R/I) and the ma-
nipulation stage for which a MW burst is applied while in Coulomb
blockade. e, Measurement of the current as a function of fMW and
B showing characteristic EDSR at a fixed microwave burst duration.
f, Current as a function of microwave burst duration and magnetic
field B at fL = 2.79 GHz, showing Rabi-oscillations with a frequency
fR = 130 MHz and coherence time T Rabi

2 = 40 ns.
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After a short waiting time, the system is pulsed into Coulomb
blockade by applying a square voltage pulse, as indicated
by the magenta circles in Figs. 1c and d. While in Coulomb
blockade, a microwave (MW) burst of duration tburst is
applied. Pulsing back to the initial voltage of VRP allows to
record a current signal I, proportional to the likelihood of
a singlet configuration after coherent manipulation. Fig. 1e
shows typical EDSR measurements where the applied MW
frequency fMW is swept against the external magnetic field
B, and from which the g-factor is extracted. On resonance,
the spin is rotated, lifting the spin-blockade which leads to
an increased current. By varying the burst duration as a
function of magnetic field detuning at a fixed frequency of
the microwave drive fMW, coherent Rabi oscillations can be
observed as shown in Fig. 1f. These results establish coherent
qubit control at 1.5 K.
To gather information about the level of control over the
qubit, similar scans to those presented in Figs. 1e and f were
repeated for different electrostatic environments experienced
by the qubit whilst remaining within the same charge occu-
pation of the DQD. Each electrostatic configuration of the
qubit is defined by the three barrier gate voltages VL, VM
and VR, while the plunger gate voltages VLP and VRP were
compensated to remain at a fixed readout point.

SOI in a Squeezed Quantum Dot
We characterize each qubit configuration by measuring the
Rabi frequency fR and Landé g-factor, g, and show their
functional dependence on the three individual barrier voltages
in Figs. 2a-c. In each of the three studies, the voltages on
the other two barrier gates are held at a constant value,
indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Figs. 2a-c. The larger
responses of g and fR to the barrier voltages VL and VM,
compared to VR, suggest that the qubit is located above the
left plunger gate (LP). Moreover, the opposite trends of g and
fR with respect to voltage are consistent with the theoretical
description of an elongated quantum dot in the presence of
SOI [20]. To understand the observations made in Figs. 2a-c,
we first explain how SOI renormalises the g-factor, followed
by how it can be related to fR by choosing a specific EDSR
driving mechanism.
In the case of a quasi 1D, elongated quantum dot, as it is
reasonable to assume for our NW, the longitudinal axis of
gate-defined confinement is well described by a harmonic
potential resulting in a Gaussian envelope of the hole wave
function. In the presence of SOI, the spins acquire a helical
texture along the NW [18–20, 41], provided the external
magnetic field B acting on the g-tensor ĝ gives rise to a
Zeeman vector ĝ · B with a component perpendicular to the
SOI axis αSO. As a result, the hole wave function averages
over different spin orientations, leading to a renormalization
of the dot g-factor (see Eq. 1 I ). This effect is especially
relevant when the dot extension along the NW, ldot, and
spin-orbit length lSO, which represents the distance a hole
must traverse to undergo a spin rotation due to SOI, are
comparable in size. This leads to a minimum in g-factor
where the SOI is strongest, i.e. lSO shortest. Relating g
to fR, however, additionally requires an assumption on the

underlying qubit driving mechanism.
We assume that all effects arising from SOI, induced by a
change in voltage ∆V , are captured by a modulation of the
g-tensor [46] while keeping the magnetic field constant, that

is ĝ0 · B
∆V−−→ ĝ∆V · B. We represent this as a rotation of

the Zeeman vector around the perpendicular component of
the spin-orbit vector, α⊥SO. Periodic displacements of the
wave function along the NW can result in SOI-mediated
Rabi oscillations. We refer to them as iso-Zeeman EDSR
(iso-EDSR), if they conserve the modulus of the Zeeman
vector |ĝ · B|, Fig. 2d left. In this case fR ∝ 1/lSO [42], and g
can be directly related to fR (see Eq. 1 II ),

g I
= gNW · e−(ldot/lSO)2 II

= gNW · e−C· f 2
R . (1)

Here, g denotes the measured g-factor as extracted from
Fig. 1e, gNW is an intrinsic NW g-factor without renormaliza-
tion due to SOI, and C is a fitting parameter. The derivation is
provided in the Supplementary Information. We further note
that the functional form of Eq. 1 results from the harmonic
confinement along the longitudinal axis of the NW and is
independent of the microscopic origin of the SOI.
As seen in Eq. 1, when reducing lSO (thereby increasing
SOI), g is suppressed and fR increased. This behaviour can
be observed in Figs. 2a and b. To obtain a minimum in g and
a maximum in fR, as seen in Fig. 2a, the governing SOI has
to plateau or show a maximum, as an implicit function of
voltage. Ge/Si core-shell NWs as the one used here [7], like
Ge-hut wires [37] and Si-FinFETs [16], particularly benefit
from DRSOI which is expected to reach a local maximum
at moderate electric fields below 10 MV/m [7, 18, 19, 39].
These predicted electric field ranges are consistent with the
voltage range of ∼ 100 mV around the extrema of g and fR
shown in Fig. 2a, assuming a voltage drop over ∼ 50 nm
(gate-pitch).
In order to facilitate iso-EDSR, displacements of the hole
wave function along the NW are desirable, while only
minimally varying the dot potential. To this end the MW
drive is chosen at gate RP, located as far as possible from
the qubit on gate LP. To see where the driving mechanism is
consistent with iso-EDSR, we measure the response of g to
variations ∆VRP, to extract ∂g/∂VRP at a fixed magnetic field
B. These responses are shown in Figs. 2e and f, as a function
of VL and VM.
If, while driving, the voltage shifts ∆VRP cause significant
variations of the target dot potential, the induced Rabi
oscillations can be significantly influenced by g-tensor
modulated EDSR (gtm-EDSR). Such modulations of the
g-tensor do not conserve the modulus of the Zeeman vector
ĝ · B, Fig. 2d right. Since the response ∂g/∂VRP is com-
puted from the difference in lengths of Zeeman vectors
|ĝ0 · B| − |ĝ∆VRP · B| = ∆|ĝ·B| under ∆VRP, we can only provide
a rough upper bound to the g-tensor modulated Rabi contri-
bution f gtm

R which is proportional to a transverse modulation
of the Zeeman vector ∆gtm

|ĝ·B|. These approximate upper bounds

for f gtm
R ∝ |∆gtm

|ĝ·B|/∆VRP| ≤ |∆|ĝ·B|/∆VRP| are represented by

the bars in Figs. 2a and b. For the calculation of f gtm
R and a

qualitative description of the EDSR driving mechanisms we
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FIG. 2. SOI mediated g-factor renormalization of an elongated dot. a-c, Experimental data of the qubit g-factor (�), the corresponding
Rabi frequency fR (�) and the estimated gtm-EDSR contribution fgtm (2), as a function of the barrier gate voltages VL, VM and VR, respectively.
For each of the datasets a-c, the values on the other two barrier gates are fixed at the value marked by the vertical dashed line. The yellow
coloured regions highlight the voltage ranges for which the qubit driving mechanism is dominantly iso-EDSR, whereas the brown regions show
the ranges for which the contribution to the measured fR originating from gtm-EDSR, f gtm

R , is ≥ 15% (5% above the spread of data points, see
Supplementary Information). These colours are used consistently in all other panels. The estimated fgtm is represented by the white bar charts.
d, Schematic visualisation of how the Zeeman vector ĝ0 · B is affected when subject to an infinitesimal voltage change dV in the presence
of SOI represented by α⊥SO and a fixed magnetic field |B|. Left shows pure iso-EDSR coming from displacements of the dot potential. Right
shows the additional appearance of gtm-EDSR, when the dot is displaced and deformed. e, Shows the extracted ∂g/∂VRP, as a function of the
voltage VL in blue, and f, as a function of VM in red. These derivatives are used to calculate an upper bound of the g-modulated contribution
to fR. g, g-factor as a function of fR exclusively showing those data points for which iso-EDSR is the dominant driving mechanism, while
the gtm-EDSR contribution is ≤ 15% of the measured fR. We fit the data using Eq. 1 which assumes iso-EDSR (fit shown by black line with
yellow highlight), yielding an intrinsic NW g-factor of gNW ≈ 1.

refer to the Supplementary Information.
As seen in Figs. 2a, b, e and f, we qualitatively divide the
measured data points into two regions, driven primarily
by pure iso-EDSR (yellow) and a mix of both, iso- and
gtm-EDSR (brown). If |∂g/∂VRP| → 0, also the component
attributed to gtm-EDSR, f gtm

R → 0. This leaves iso-EDSR as
the only available mechanism that can induce Rabi oscilla-
tions.
The pairs of fR and g classified as pure iso-EDSR are shown
in Fig. 2g where they are fitted using Eq. 1. From the fit
parameter gNW ≈ 1 and the experimental values of g, the cor-
responding lSO were calculated yielding a range from 65 nm
to 150 nm, assuming ldot = 50 nm (gate pitch). It is worth
noting that this estimation of lSO does not rely on knowledge
of the effective mass meff , which can be challenging to

estimate in systems with HH-LH mixing, as the one studied
here. Further, the calculated values of lSO are in agreement
with those obtained via magnetic field spectroscopy [41] and
qubit measurements in Ref. [7] assuming HH-LH mixing.

Compromise-Free Operation
Given the extremal behaviour of the g-factor and fR from
Fig. 2a, we measured the Hahn-echo decay times T Hahn

2 as a
function of VL and compare them in Fig. 3a. We note that T ∗2
was too short to be reliably extracted, due to its sensitivity to
low-frequency noise and the long integration times required
by our transport measurements.
The applied pulse sequence involved a πx/2 pulse, a refo-
cusing π pulse, and a πφ/2 pulse with a sinusoidally varying
phase as a function of the free evolution time τ, allowing
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√
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2 is maximal. This spot coincides with
the fastest fR within experimental errors. The inset shows pairs of fR and g to the right of VL = 1330 mV. b-f, Show g′i (VL) := ∂g/∂Vi(VL), as
a function of different static voltages on the left barrier gate VL. The dark blue data points represent values of VL for which the g′i (VL) were
measured. The light blue line corresponds to linearly interpolated data points in order to match the number of measured data points between
g′i (VL) and T Hahn

2 , which was fitted in panel a. The vertical dashed line marks the sweet spot at VL = 1330 mV for which all five g′i (VL) reach
near zero, defining the sweet spot. The horizontal dashed line marks the zero-line of the g′i (VL). g, The FACTOR: 2D voltage space showing
T Hahn

2 as a function of gate voltages VM and VL. The filled circles represent the measured coherence times T Hahn
2 extracted analogously to panel

a. The data trace corresponding to the dark blue trace on panel a is referenced by the blue arrow on the 2D plot. An additional trace of T Hahn
2

as a function of VL for fixed VM = 630 mV is indicated by the vertical dark blue dashed line on the left end of the plot, as well as a trace of
T Hahn

2 as a function of VM for fixed VL = 1320 mV which is indicated by the horizontal red dashed line. The background is obtained by a
Gaussian process interpolation and serves as a guide to the eye. The black contours show a Gaussian process interpolation of measured Rabi
frequencies, to highlight the overlap of maxima in T Hahn

2 and fR.

for a more robust fit of the Hahn decay. Assuming 1/ f β

noise, the exponent of the Hahn-echo decay α = 1 + β was
defined as a global fit parameter, shared among all data sets,
and converged to α ≈ 1. This value for α was extracted for
the frequency range sampled by the Hahn-echo experiment
from approximately 1/τmax = 12.5 MHz up to fR. Given the
operation temperature of 1.5 K, a white noise spectrum could
be expected, as observed in other spin qubit experiments
[16, 17, 47, 48]. Above 1.7 K, the qubit readout in this device
significantly degrades. As seen in Fig. 3a, the coherence
peaks at a gate voltage VL where the g-factor is minimal
and fR is maximal. This observation clearly indicates a
compromise-free scaling regime in which the fastest qubit
operation times coincide with the coherence sweet spot.
Further, the qualitative signature of the sweet spot remains

robust regardless of the choice of noise color β, as shown in
the Supplementary Information.
Next, we analyze the response of g to small voltage fluctu-
ations of the gate voltages Vi as a function of VL, denoted
as ∂g/∂Vi(VL). We refer to ∂g/∂Vi(VL) as g′i(VL) for brevity.
Figs. 3b-f show the g′i(VL) of the five gates used in our
experiments. One striking commonality among all five g′i(VL)
is the near-zero point crossing at the sweet spot voltage
V∗L = 1330 mV, indicating minimal modulations of the
Zeeman vector magnitude |ĝ · B|.
We suspect the noise to mainly originate from charge traps
in the self-terminated, native SiO2 layer, which uniformly
covers the ∼ 2 nm thick NW shell. This brings a source of
noise very close to the Ge core, where the hole wave function
resides. We model the noise as voltage fluctuations on all
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the gates with one common noise spectrum, characterized
by a spectral density S G and exponent β. Considering the
appropriate noise filter function for a Hahn-echo and β = 0
(as determined before), the characteristic decay rate can be
expressed as [4],

1
T Hahn

2

= 2π2


∑

i

(
∂g
∂Vi

S G

)2 . (2)

The best fit to the measured T Hahn
2 , employing Eq. 2,

is obtained with a white noise spectral density of
S G( f0/ f ) = 29 nV/

√
Hz, with f0 = 12.5 MHz. The

modeled coherence times are shown in Fig. 3a. No addi-
tional lever arms are required in Eq. 2, as they are already
captured by the g′i(VL). Lastly, we repeat similar coherence
measurements for different values of VM and show in Fig. 3g
that the FACTOR is not limited to a point in voltage space. In
fact, the existence of a ”sweet ridge” can be observed, which
shows a weaker dependence of the coherence time T Hahn

2 on
VM as compared to VL, over comparable voltage ranges. As
shown by the black contours in Fig. 3g, the Rabi frequency
fR follows the trend of T Hahn

2 , reaching frequencies above
100 MHz surrounding the coherent region in green. The
experimental data points for the contour plot of fR are shown
in the Supplementary Information.

Conclusions
We report on the existence of a FACTOR for which the co-
herence sweet spot coincides with the fastest qubit operation
speeds. We demonstrate that our FACTOR originates from
the renormalisation of the g-factor yielding a minimum in
g and thus g′i(VL) = 0, when the SOI is maximised for a
hole quantum dot subject to strong, quasi 1D confinement.
Further, maximal Rabi frequencies are achieved for iso-EDSR
driving of the qubit. We favour this driving mechanism by

applying the MW drive to a remote gate, and identify static
gate voltage ranges for which the qubit is indeed dominantly
driven by iso-EDSR. Our observations are in agreement with
theoretical predictions for holes under quasi 1D confinement
and a comparable Rashba-type SOI [20, 21]. Additionally,
our FACTOR can be tuned all-electrically at the individual
qubit level, without the need of changing global experimental
parameters. Our experimental observations thus overturn the
conventional wisdom that fast qubit operations impose a toll
on qubit life times.
The conditions leading to the observed compromise-free
operation might be translated to 2D hole spin qubit platforms
using lateral squeezing gate electrodes to induce strong,
quasi 1D confinement [20]. Regarding the applicability for
electrons, conventional Rashba SOI could potentially also be
tuned by electric fields to reach a maximum in SOI, but might
require larger electric fields than the ones used here, as the
SOI is primarily governed by the fundamental band gap of
the semiconductor obtained in the third order of a multi-band
perturbation theory [49, 50]. For systems using synthetic SOI
generated by micro-magnets, strategic placement of the QD,
relative to the magnet using static gates, might give rise to a
voltage tunable maximum of the synthetic SOI experienced
by the QD [51]. Finally, it is essential for the SOI to be strong
enough to enter the strong SOI regime, for which lSO ≈ ldot
holds.
Furthermore, we have established coherent control of a hole
spin qubit in a Ge/Si NW at 1.5 K, with qubit operation
speeds and coherence times on par with previous experiments
performed at mK temperatures [7]. This achievement renders
our platform compatible with on-chip classical control
electronics [52].
By demonstrating the feasibility of a FACTOR in a hole spin
qubit, our work offers a new angle from which to approach
fault-tolerant quantum computation without sacrificing high
qubit operation speeds.
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Methods
Device Fabrication. The QD device featured a set of nine bottom
gates, each with a width of ∼ 20 nm and a pitch of ∼ 50 nm. The
gates were fabricated on an intrinsic Si (100) chip with 290 nm of
thermal SiO2 using electron beam lithography (EBL). After cold
development, the bottom gates were metallized with 1 nm/9 nm
of Ti/Pd, respectively. To provide electrical insulation between
the bottom gates and the NW, 175 cycles (∼ 200 nm) of Al2O3

were grown by atomic layer deposition at approximately 225◦ C
using atomic layer deposition. In an effort to improve the quality
of the gate dielectric, the chip underwent annealing in a 20 mbar
forming gas atmosphere (N2 92%, H2 8%) for 15 minutes at 300◦ C,
prior to NW deposition. Details on the impact of the annealing
process on gate hysteresis and qubit coherence are described in the
Supplementary Information.
A single Ge/Si core/shell NW was deterministically placed in a
perpendicular orientation to the nine bottom gates. The NW has a
core radius of ∼ 10 nm and a shell thickness of ∼ 2.5 nm. The exact
in-plane angle, however, remains unknown. Subsequently, ohmic
contacts were patterned by EBL and metallized with Ti/Pd layers of
0.3 nm/50 nm of Ti/Pd, respectively, following a 10 second dip in
buffered hydrofluoric acid to locally remove the native SiO2 layer
in the defined contact region. Fig. 1a presents a scanning electron
micrograph of an analogously fabricated device from the same
batch, representative of the measured device.
Measurement Apparatus. The experimental setup featured a
variable temperature insert (VTI) in a liquid helium bath with the
sample mounted below the 1K pot (base temperature 1.5 K). The
VTI was equipped with a solenoid magnet controlled by an Oxford
Instruments IPS magnet power supply. DC voltages were sup-
plied by a Basel Precision Instruments digital-to-analog converter
(LNHR 927) and filtered on a dedicated filter PCB (second-order
RC low-pass filter, cutoff frequency 8 kHz). Fast gate pulses and
IQ control pulses were generated on a Tektronix AWG 5204. A
Rohde & Schwarz SGS100A Vector Signal Generator was used to
generate the qubit control pulses through IQ modulation. The gate-
and control pulses were combined using a Wainwright WDKX11
diplexer and delivered to the sample PCB using attenuated coaxial
lines. A bias-tee on the sample PCB was used to combine the high
frequency pulses with a DC bias. The DC current through the NW
was amplified by a Basel Precision Instruments current-to-voltage
converter (LSK389A) with a gain of 109 and measured using a
National Instruments DAQ card (USB-6363). The Vector Signal
Generator output was pulse-modulated by a Zurich Instruments
MFLI lock-in amplifier at 77.777 Hz to enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio of the qubit measurements.
Data Analysis. The g-factors were measured as described in
Fig. 1e, and were extracted for each considered electrostatic
configuration defined by the barrier voltages VL, VM and VR.
The positions of the resonance condition, with respect to fMW

at fixed B, are obtained by fitting each column to a Gaussian.
The slope of a linear fit to the center positions of the Gaussians
then yields the g-factor. The Rabi frequencies fR were extracted
from fits to I(t) = Ioffset + I0 sin(2π fRtburst + ϕ0) exp(−tburst/T Rabi

2 ).
Here, Ioffset is an offset, I0 the amplitude, ϕ0 a phase shift
and T Rabi

2 the characteristic decay time. The characteristic
decay times of each individual Hahn-echo experiment T Hahn

2
were obtained from a global fit of all echo-experiments using

I(t) = Ioffset + I0 sin(2π fφτwait + ϕ0) exp(−(τ/T Hahn
2 )α), and one

shared parameter α = β + 1. Furthermore fφ describes the frequency
at which the phase of the pulse πφ/2 was artificially varied as a
function of the free evolution time τ.
Measurement Details. The derivatives ∂g/∂Vi(V j) := g′i (V j)
presented in Fig. 3b-f were extracted in three different ways at fixed
fMW: i) g′

i (VL), for i ∈ {LP,M,R} : The readout point was defined
by fixing all gate voltages. The derivatives were then obtained by
recording the g-factors at manually varied voltages ∆Vi = 2 − 4 mV,
without loosing readout. ii) g′

RP (Vj), for j ∈ {L,M}: For a fixed
readout point, the depth ∆VCP, by which the system was pulsed
into Coulomb blockade, was varied by up to 10 mV while all other
voltages were held constant. Only the DC voltage on VRP was
algorithmically adjusted for each ∆VCP by a linear correction factor
in order to keep the readout point fixed. As in i), the derivatives
were computed by fitting the slope of the recorded g-factor versus
the variation of ∆VCP. iii) g′

L(VL) : We first computed the derivative
of the recorded g(VL) presented in Fig. 2a with respect to VL,
yielding g′L(ṼL). Here, ṼL is used to highlight that for each value
of VL, the voltage VLP was compensated as otherwise the readout
point would have been lost over the considered range of VL due to
the large cross-capacitance. Therefore, in order to obtain the true
derivative g′L(VL), the influence of VLP was subtracted to first order
via g′L(VL) = g′L(ṼL) − g′LP(VL) · ∆VLP/∆VL. Here, g′LP(VL) is taken
from i) and the compensation ∆VLP/∆VL ≈ −0.49.
All qubit measurements were performed at a microwave frequency
of 2.79 GHz at PMW = −13.4 dBm power and VIQ = 300 mV ampli-
tude IQ voltage, corresponding to an AC excitation of Vac = 7.8 mV
at the driving gate RP. The Rabi chevron shown in Fig. 1f was taken
near the optimal operating regime at VL = 1320 mV, VM = 660 mV,
VR = 1020 mV. The EDSR resonance shown in Fig. 1e was recorded
at a fixed tburst = 4 ns.
The Hahn-echo experiments were taken at 2 seconds integration
time and depending on amplitude of the transport current, up to 50
averages were taken of each trace to improve the signal to noise ratio.

Data Availability
The data supporting the plots of this paper are available at the Zenodo
repository at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10223162?preview=1.
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S1. g-FACTOR RENORMALIZATION DUE TO SOI UNDER ISO-ZEEMAN DRIVING

Assuming a harmonic confinement potential along the longitudinal axis of the NW, and in the presence of SOI, the measured

g-factor is renormalized by a Gaussian envelope function [1, 2],

g = gNW exp−
(

ldot

lSO

)2

, (1)

where gNW is the intrinsic g-factor derived from the microscopic confinement of the NW, ldot is the dot size along the direction

of lowest confinement and lSO is the spin-orbit length defined here as the distance a hole has to traverse along the NW to have

its spin flipped due to SOI.

The application of an oscillating electric field to gate RP in the presence of SOI, gives rise to an oscillating effective magnetic

field Beff(t), with magnitude [3],

Beff(t) = 2B
l2dot

lSO

eEMW(t)
∆orb

, (2)

where e is the elementary charge, EMW is the a.c. electric field in the dot generated by the microwaves, ∆orb = ℏ
2l−2

dotm
−1
eff is the

orbital level splitting with meff the effective hole mass. The effective magnetic field Beff(t), drives the Rabi oscillations, at the

Rabi frequency fR = g µB|Beff |/2h, with g parallel to B and h Planck’s constant.

To stay on resonance, the variation of g, induced by changes of the electrostatic environment, is compensated with a proportional

change of B, to match the Larmor frequency set by a fixed MW frequency h fMW = gµB|B|. This effectively makes fR independent

of g,

fR =
fL

lSO

l2dot e|EMW(t)|
∆orb

. (3)

Combining Eqs. 1 and 3, yields the relation between g and fR,

g = gNW exp−
(
C · f 2

R

)
, (4)

with the fitting constant C = ∆3
orb meff f −2

MW ℏ
−2 e−2 |EMW|−2. Fig. S1 shows the estimated orbital spacings ∆orb as a function of

VL and VM to be roughly constant over the operated voltage range. Here |EMW| is constant as the frequency and power of the

microwave signal were held constant for all experiments.
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FIG. S1. Estimation of ∆orb. Extracted from the ratio between the separation from the bias triangle base line to the first excited state,
divided by the triangle height at VSD = 5 mV, as a function of VL (left) and VM (right).
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S2. EXPERIMENTAL ERROR ON fR
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FIG. S2. Reproducibility of the extrema in fR and g. Experimental data of the qubit g-factor (�) and Rabi frequency fRabi (�), as a
function of the left barrier gate voltage VL, at fixed gate voltages VM = 660 mV and VR = 1020 mV. The fit uncertainty of the measured Rabi
oscillations is illustrated by grey error bars. For both the g-factor and fR, Gaussian process fits are applied using a radial basis function kernel.
The solid lines denote the average prediction of the Gaussian processes, while the shaded bands show the uncertainty of the Gaussian processes
corresponding to one standard deviation.

The data series presented in Fig. S2 was collected in multiple sequences from low to high VL. The extremal points of fR and

g coincide within 5 mV considering the experimental variation between runs. For fR this variation corresponds to ∼ 10 MHz

around the maximum, while the variation of the g is negligibly small.

The observed spread of the measured quantities between runs can be attributed to slight variations of the readout point, in turn

slightly varying g and fR. Furthermore, charge switchers which shift the readout point relative to the bias triangle can influence

g and fR as well. We note that the traces presented in Fig. S2 were taken at a far later point in time relative to the first measured

data points which were presented in the main section. Additionally the sample has experienced several thermal cycles from

1.5 K to 9 K. Taking into account both these circumstances and the reproducibility of the data, speaks for the stability of the

device and the observed effects. To more accurately explain differences in the extremal points of fR and g with regards to their

positioning in gate voltage VL, a more detailed model must be considered which captures voltage dependences of the intrinsic

NW g-factor g0, which in this work was assumed to be constant.
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S3. POSSIBLE MANIFESTATIONS OF G-TENSOR MODULATION VS ISO-ZEEMAN DRIVING ON THE MEASURED
ZEEMAN VECTOR
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FIG. S3. Possible manifestations of qubit driving mechanisms on the measured Zeeman vector. a, Decomposition of the effective
spin-orbit vector αSO, into perpendicular α⊥SO and parallel α∥SO components relative to ĝ0 · B. b, Shown in black is the Zeeman vector field
of an arbitrary, here isotropic, g-tensor ĝ0. Each vector represents a specific direction of magnetic field B with constant magnitude. Yellow
shows the Zeeman vector field in the case of iso-EDSR, for which the magnitude of an arbitrary Zeeman vector is conserved, and the vector
is solely rotated proportional to the strength of SOI and applied amplitude ∆V . No distortions of the g-tensor and therefore Zeeman vector
field are present. c, Blown up image of one specific direction of B as indicated in grey in panel b. To first order, the only component acting
on the incident Zeeman vector is perpendicular (small angle between ĝ0 · B and ĝ∆V · B. d, Zeeman vector field showing the manifestation
of both, iso-EDSR and gtm-EDSR (brown). e, The length of the Zeeman vector is not conserved. The perpendicular component to the drive
originating from modulations of the g-tensor (violet), in this specific example, counteracts the pure iso-EDSR drive (yellow) resulting in an
effective EDSR which induces the Rabi oscillations (green). f-g, Edge cases when the g-tensor modulations occur along the principal magnetic
axes (purple) or the dot is symmetrically compressed (or expanded) in the form of a ”breathing”-mode (pink), which do not give rise to EDSR.

Provided a constant magnetic field B, we capture all effects arising from SOI induced by periodic voltage displacements ∆V ,

by changes of the g-tensor [4]. Formally, that is ĝ0 · B ∆V−−→ ĝ∆V · B. Further, we consider solely the vectorial component of the

effective spin-orbit vector αSO that is perpendicular to ĝ0 · B, hence α⊥SO. Mechanisms involving the parallel component of αSO

with respect to ĝ0 · B, namely α∥SO, and are responsible for e.g. the longitudinal driving of the spin through the application of an

off-resonant microwave tone [5, 6], are not considered here. A vectorial decomposition of αSO is shown in Fig. S3a.

In the case of SOI mediated Rabi oscillations, we can make a distinction between two EDSR driving mechanisms, based on

the way they manifest on the magnitude of the resonant Zeeman vector. When the dot is subject to an infinitesimal change in

voltage ∆V in the presence of SOI, the action of the induced effective magnetic field BSO around which the spin precesses, can
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be represented by a rotation of the Zeeman vector ĝ0 · B around α⊥SO.

Assuming no further anisotropies of the g-tensor are introduced by ∆V , we define the induced rotations of the spin that arise

while the modulus of the Zeeman vector is conserved, as iso-Zeeman EDSR (iso-EDSR), Fig. S3b. To first order, for a small

enough variation ∆V , and thus small angle between ĝ0 ·B and ĝ∆V · B, the only component acting on the incident Zeeman vector

ĝ0 · B is perpendicular, ∆iso
|ĝ·B|, Figs. S3c. As outlined in [3], iso-EDSR is expected to be the dominant qubit driving mechanism,

whenever the motion of the dot induced by periodic voltage shifts ∆V does not come along significant variations of the dot

potential.

Next, we classify contributions to EDSR that do not conserve the modulus of ĝ0 · B as g-tensor modulated EDSR (gtm-EDSR).

It arises whenever changes in the dot potential modulate the magnetic axes of the g-tensor and as a result anisotropically modify

the Zeeman vector field, Fig. S3d. This mechanism introduces both, perpendicular ∆gtm
|ĝ·B| and parallel ∆∥|ĝ·B| components to the

incident Zeeman vector, Fig. S3e. Usually, iso-EDSR is accompanied by gtm-EDSR, due to the fact that voltage changes on the

gates which displace the dot likely also affect the potential landscape. In such cases, gtm-EDSR can counter act (or enhance) the

driving component expected from pure iso-EDSR, yielding an effective EDSR drive ∆⊥|ĝ·B| = ∆
iso
|ĝ·B|±∆

gtm
|ĝ·B|. It is not directly possi-

ble to derive the driving strength caused by gtm-EDSR from only measuring ∆|ĝ·B|, as it is the case in our experiments. However,

this absolute change in magnitude of the Zeeman vector does provide an upper bound on the g-tensor modulated contribution to

the Rabi oscillations, f gtm
R ∝ ∆gtm

|ĝ·B|.

Finally, there remain some corner cases of highly symmetric modulations of the dot potential (”breathing modes”), or specific

orientations of B which affect solely the principal magnetic axis longitudinally, and can be considered as pure g-tensor modula-

tion, Fig. S3f. These scenarios however do not lead to Rabi oscillations, as they lack components perpendicular to the incident

Zeeman vector and therefore do not induce EDSR, Fig. S3g.
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S4. IMPACT OF THE GATE DIELECTRIC QUALITY ON QUBIT COHERENCE

Couplings to charge noise originating from impure oxides close to the quantum dot, in which the spin qubit is embedded, pose

a limit for coherence [7, 8]. For the Ge/Si NW devices discussed in this work, the closest suspects are the native Silicon oxide

on the shell of the nanowire and the ALD-grown Al2O3 oxide used as gate dielectric. Here, we investigate the impact of ALD-

grown gate dielectric quality on the qubit coherence of our devices.

It has been reported that annealing of oxides can remove trapped charges at the oxide-semiconductor interface [9]. We thus

compare whether an annealed ALD-grown oxide layer shows any improvement of qubit coherence times as compared to an

untreated oxide. To qualitatively assess the dielectric quality, we perform capacitance-voltage (CV) profiling experiments on

test-metal-oxide-semiconductor-capacitor devices (MOSCAP), as described in Fig. S4a. The MOSCAPs consist of a material

stack resembling that of the qubit devices, but with the difference of using a less resistive heavily p-doped Si substrate to

facilitate the capacitance measurements. A DC voltage VG from a DAC (Basel Precision Instruments SP927) is combined with

an AC voltage VAC generated by a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR830) and connected to the metal contact of

a MOSCAP with a needle prober. The other needle is placed on a region with the exposed p-doped Si substrate and connected

to an IV converter (Basel Precision Instruments SP983c), which is then fed back to the lock-in amplifier. The capacitance is

calculated from:

C =
IY

AC

2π f VAC
, (5)

where IY
AC is the measured out-of-phase component of the current signal, and f the lock-in frequency. Upon measuring the

CV-curves of the untreated MOSCAP devices, they are annealed in a rapid thermal annealing oven (MBE-Komponenten GmbH

AO500). The CV-curves of the devices annealed at different temperatures are shown in Fig. S4b for increasing duration or

temperature. The hysteretic behavior of the curves observed in Fig. S4b can be attributed to undesired interface charge traps

between the semiconductor and the oxide [10]. This feature is used as a crude indicator for the oxide quality. Subsequent

annealing runs significantly reduce the level of the observed hysteresis and are thus associated with an improvement of the

dielectric quality. We note that temperatures beyond 300◦ C were not tested to prevent damage to the Ti/Pd bottom gates of the

devices. From 400◦ C onwards, the bottom gates would show strong signs of deformation.

In summary, we attribute the reduction of hysteresis observed in the CV-curves taken after a 300◦ C annealing step, to a qualitative

improvement of the interface between the p-type substrate and the Al2O3 oxide. A more thorough analysis would require to

also test the effect of annealing on undoped substrate along with performing measurements at cryogenic temperatures. A further

limitation is posed by directly probing the chip surface rather than fabricating an ohmic contact to the doped Si substrate, leading

to gate voltage offsets due to the needle-semiconductor contact-interface. To investigate any effects of the annealed ALD oxide

on qubit coherence, we compare T2
∗ and T Hahn

2 measured in the annealed device (described in the main text) with the values

in an unannealed device, whose measured data are overlaid in Fig. S4c and S4d. We note that for the given bias triangle in

the unannealed qubit device, no dependence of the qubit coherence on the center gate voltage was observed. Further, no clear

difference in coherence times can be observed between both devices, indicating that annealing of the ALD oxide layer did not

noticeably improve the qubit quality. We therefore suspect the main source of charge noise to be the native Silicon oxide on the

nanowire shell.
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FIG. S4. Impact of gate dielectric quality on qubit coherence. a, Schematic of the MOSCAP used for CV profiling. The device consists
of a heavily p-doped Si-substrate covered by ∼ 24 nm of ALD- oxide grown on top of the native Si-oxide of the substrate. The top electrode is
defined by an 80 µm × 80 µm Ti/Pd square. b, CV-curves of a MOSCAP taken as a reference prior to (black), and after subsequent annealing
runs. The temperatures and durations are indicated in the legend. The sweep directions are indicated by the arrows. c, Measured values of the
Ramsey free evolution time T ∗2 as a function of gate voltage VM for the non-annealed device (grey) and the annealed device (red). d, Same as
c but measuring the free evolution time of a Hahn-Echo experiment T Hahn

2 .
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S5. ESTIMATION OF g-TENSOR MODULATED CONTRIBUTION TO fR

To first order a periodic voltage fluctuation dVRP on the driving gate RP, will give rise to a gtm-EDSR contribution of magnitude

[11],

f gtm
R (V) =

η

2
∂g(V)
∂VRP

µB

h
B VMW , (6)

where VMW is the amplitude of the microwave voltage applied to gate RP, ∂g/∂VRP is the response of the g-factor to a variation

VRP, µB Bohr’s magneton, h Planck’s constant, B is the magnetic field amplitude at the qubit resonance and η is an efficiency

accounting for the distance from the driving gate to the assumed qubit location over gate LP. The applied microwave voltage

arriving at the sample is VMW = 7.8 mV and was obtained from a power calibration. To estimate the efficiency η, we estimate

the horizontal and vertical distance of the expected qubit location relative to the driving gate, dhor = 100 nm and dvert = 30 nm

(accounting for ∼ 20 nm of dielectric and the NW radius of 10 nm). This roughly results in η ≈ 30%.

As explained in Sec. S3 ∂g/∂Vi provides solely an upper bound to the perpendicular component relevant for the g-modulated

drive. Based on this estimate, datapoints with contributions to the measured Rabi frequencies above f gtm
R / fR ≥ 15% of the

measured value of fR are considered significantly affected by g-tensor modulation and were excluded from the fit in Fig. 2g of

the main text. The calculated percentages of f gtm
R / fR are shown in Fig. S5.

30
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f gt
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f R
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i (

%
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FIG. S5. Ratio of f gtm
R /fR. Calculated contribution to fR coming from gtm-EDSR represented as the bars. The dashed line corresponds to

15% which was used as our threshold for classification.
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S6. EFFECT OF β ON COMPUTED AND MEASURED DECOHERENCE RATES

The best fit of the Hahn-decays was obtained for β = 0. We further note that the qualitative feature of the coherence sweet spot

is robust with respect to the choice of β as seen in Figs. S6a-d. The point at VL = 1330 mV shows some stronger dependence on

the choice of noise exponent as opposed to the other points which we explain in the following. Overall, the nature of transport

measurements performed in this work, sets an upper bound to the free evolution time τ of the Hahn measurements. If each hole

loaded into the double dot were to be measured with efficiency η = 1, we would expect the maximum possible current e/tcycle,

where e is the elementary charge and tcycle = 2 × (tπ + 2tπ/2 + 2τ), which yields e/tcycle ≈ 1 pA for tcycle ≈ 150 ns. The leakage

currents of our experiments however correspond to efficiencies on the order of ηmeas ≈ 0.1. This inefficiency can be attributed

to co-tunneling events, the inefficient loading of the double dot due to the elevated temperature of operation of 1.5 K or random

variations of the device behaviour after a thermal cycle of the device. In the case of VL = 1330 mV, the highest τ used did

not suffice to observe a significant characteristic decay of the Hahn-echo. Further increasing of τ would have lead to transport

currents which are too small to measure. Therefore in this case, the fit was more sensitive on the choice of β.

For the models of decoherence rates for non-zero β, we use the generic expression as derived in the Supplementary Information

of [12]:

1
T Hahn

2

= 2π

Cβ f β0
∑

i

(
∂g
∂Vi

S G

)2

1
β+1

, (7)

with Cβ = 2 sin( βπ2 )(21−β − 1)Γ(−1 − β), Γ, the Gamma function Γ, and S G = S G( f0/ f ) is the noise spectral density at reference
frequency f0 ≈ 12.5 MHz for our measurements.
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FIG. S6. Analysis of the experimental Hahn-echo data and model for β ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.5, 1}. a, Identical traces as presented in Fig. 3a of
the main text for β = 0. b-d, Traces for β ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 1}. All models for non-zero β were computed using Eq. 7.
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S7. 2D VOLTAGE MAPS OF fR AND T Hahn
2

To emphasize the overlap of maxima of T Hahn
2 and fR, we present in Fig. S7a the 2D-voltage dependence of T Hahn

2 , which was

already introduced in the main text, as well as the 2D-voltage dependence of fR in Fig. S7b, of which only the contours were

presented in the main text. Finally, Fig. S7c is obtained by overlaying the contours of the interpolated background of Fig. S7b

on top of Fig. S7a.

60 MHz80 MHz

10
0 M

Hz

a b

c

FIG. S7. 2D maps of the FACTOR as a function of VL and VM. a, 2D voltage space showing T Hahn
2 as a function of gate voltages VM

and VL. The filled circles represent the measured coherence times T Hahn
2 . The background is obtained by a Gaussian process interpolation and

serves as a guide to the eye. b, Analogous to panel a, but for fR. c, Shows the contours of fR from panel b overlaid on the plot of T Hahn
2 in

panel a, to emphasize the overlap of both maxima.
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